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Memorial’s50th
Anniversary!
By Evanka Annyapu

As many of you probably know, this year is
Memorial’s 50th year! From 1966, where the
school building was built from the foundation
up, till this day where there is a new ATM
machine and new forms of schedules,
Memorial high school has changed drastically.
We, the Sword & Shield Staff, are honored to
celebrate the grand 50th year with a special
page dedicated to articles that date back
to 1970-1971. Because we were not able to
find articles from 50 years ago, we decided to
throw it back to the 70s, 45 years ago, instead.
We promise you the most exciting articles and
pictures you’ve ever read and seen.

Cupcake
Smackdown a
Success
By Andrew Zhou

Congratulations! During this year’s annual
Cupcake Smackdown, the GSA club was
able to collect about $500 for The True Colors
Project, an organization that helps homeless
LGBTQ youth. In the morning of December
18th 2015, all contestants submitted their well
decorated cupcakes to the literacy room
and GSAliteracy room and GSA members

began setting up the display. After four
torturous hours of waiting, the Cupcake
Smackdown finally began to take form.

Pg.2: Throwback to 1970’s
Pg.3: Deal with Finals
Pg.4:Ms. Dwyer’s Advice
Pg.5: Horoscopes
Pg.6: The Force Awakens
Pg.7: Catching Up On News
Pg.8: MLK Day

please see Smackdown, page 4

Turning over a New Leaf to Make the World West
Towne’s
a
Better
Place
New
By Deney Li and Lily Lowndes
Cheesecake Factor:
New Year’s Day came and went while we looked back at 2015, wondering how it passed so A Flavorful, Atmospheric

quickly. And with our 2016 New Year’s resolution spread in front of us, it’s hard not to miss 2015.
Although we look back on a beautiful and, hopefully, well-spent year, 2016 is waiting for us,
and we’ll have to try and start clean.
2015 has a bright side. The world economy made great improvements and we see
the decreasing of unemployment. We keep seeing breakthroughs in science and
technologies, which enable us to solve great challenges such as the Ebola outbreaks.
The advancement in our technology and knowledge is leading us into the unforeseen
future. There were plenty happiness and excitement stories and moments to keep
in everyone’s memory.
2015 also proved to be a tough one. There were the ups and downs, and rights and lefts. Paris
attacks, earthquakes in Nepal, Iran’s nuclear deal, these are a few for the whole world. While
those may look somehow far away from us, there are plenty examples close by, or happened
upon each individual of us. Our community has experienced many shootings in the recent
past, all targeted at the citizens of Madison, and several restaurants have been robbed
by adolescents. A close friend’s family has severely suffered from a car accident, and a
classmate’s grandmother has tragically died, all in the shadows.
Now, people, cities, countries will have the chance to refresh and turn over a new leaf,
starting from the most simple things. It’s time to let go of all the old grudges: forgive and
forget. Make some new friends, and be nice to someone you don’t talk to. We have to show
compassion and love to each other this year, and every year in the future. Clear up our past
faults, and replace them with wonderful new things.
As a young generation, we may not readily make significant contributions to the prosperity
of our country or the world. However, there are the actions we can take to make our school
and community better; picking up that stray piece of trash or helping an elder cross the
street. Something as simple as smiling and saying hello can make someone else’s day. We
can also set our future goals and have ourselves prepared in every aspect. Everything we do
leads up to a better world, and it’s better to start as soon as we can, with as many of us as
possible. Why not have a kind soul and add to our goal of a wonderful place for everyone to
live?
But that 2016 is up and running, we have so many things to look forward to. The 2016
Olympics and the presidential elections. No matter who becomes our new leader and how
many gold medals our athletics team brings back from Rio, we’ll go forth in good faith.We
can all add on to this world in a positive way, so let’s start this massive project in the beginning
of 2016. Good Luck Fellow Spartans!

Experience
By Garrett Kennedy, Lily Lowndes,
and Beatrice Naujalyte

The Cheesecake Factory was first
conceived in Detroit, Michigan by Evelyn
Overton. She had always had a knack for
making cheesecake and she thought she
should put her talent to good use. She
opened a small shop in her town, but was
forced to shut it down in order to raise
her children. Meanwhile, though, she
continued to supply the best restaurants
in town with her famous cheesecakes.
Once her children were all grown up, she
and her husband decided to move to LA.
There, they built another The Cheesecake
Factory Bakery and continued only to
sell cheesecake to restaurants. One of
their children thought that a restaurant
featuring his mother’s cheesecakes
would be quite lucrative, and it turns out
he was right. He built the first Cheesecake
Factory in 1978 and now there are over
190 Cheesecake in the US.
Situated across from Sephora and
Finish Line, the “outdoor” seating area
of the Cheesecake Factory seems at
odds with the atmosphere of the rest
of the mall. With vibrant plastic potted
plants, an elegant gate, and umbrellas
sitting open over the tables, walking
through the entrance of the restaurant
feels like walking through a portal into
Please see Cheescake, page 3

Tribute to Memorial’s 50 Years
1970-1971 ISSUE

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?

An Abstract Look at JMM
By Suzie O’Donnell
Pressure sensitive doors open as you walk up the carpeted walkway
leading upto the 14 story building that is now James Madison Memorial
High School. The year is 1987 and there are 15,000 students enrolled in this
school. It is the beginning of the first module and the elevators are busy
hustling students up and down. A multi-brain computer quietly records
the presence or nonpresence of each student. The classes being offered
this semester include advanced hydrophonics, literary symbolism of the
20th centure, social and cultural problems of the 1970’s and accelerated
gymnastics.
The classes are dismissed at 11:35 for an extended lunch hour and
will resume again at 1:00. At the end of a typical day there is always an
admmistration meeting between a selected group of 50 studentsreceive
specialized tutoring in difficult subjects by teachers or by a mini computo.

JMM Football Team from
1970-1971 School Year

Abolish Finals Now!
By Bill Malcolm
One of the first acts taken by Mr. Barter’s Student
Faculty Council should be to consider the abolishment of
semester final exams. They’re monstrous headaches (for
both teachers and strudents),which in the past have been
mandatory for all acdemic subjects serve no purpose other
than to force one to go over sn entire semester’s work, to restudy material that has already been covered before, and to
overgeneralize specific pieces of information into huge concepts
of nothingness. They try to put an entire semester’s work into
90 minutes of test.

Naturally, there is an open campus, so the students may make use
of the West Towne Library, West Towne Gym, and a new West Towne
Governmental Resource Center. They are also allowed to go shopping or to
go home to relax and study.
The transportation system at Memorial has greatly improved by
adding 17 bikeways leading to and from Memorial and a new Rapi transi
Subway System was built five years ago to accomodate the extra load of
students. All in all, Memorial High School in the year 1987 has almost
completed its role in the theory that Independence Requires Self Discipline...
All students leaving the ivy covered walls have gained total independence
and this was gained through self discipline. INDEPENDENCE REQUIRES
SELF DISCIPLINE... A motto throughout their lives.

Even worse is the fact that these tests reflect 20% of one
semester’s grade while they represent only 1.5% of time spent
inclass and as little as .75% of the total time spent on any given
course.
If all teachers of a course decide that they want to give a
final, they should be allowed to do so only on the premise that
it will be used only to tell them, and perhaps the students, how
well or how poorly their students are doing in the course. They
should not be allowed to count for or against a student’s grade.
If Mr. Barter’s new Student-Faculty has as much power
as we have been led to believe, then abolishing final exams this
year, or at least abolishing a final exam schedule, should be one
of the prime considerations of the group.

Research and Layout by Evanka Annyapu

Editor’s
Note
Happy January, Sword &

the season. As the weather
gets colder, please remember
to dress warm and drive safe
Shield readers!
on the roads.
While we all reluctantly return
Enclosed in this issue are
back from winter break, it
articles about turning over a
is important to remember
new leaf for the new year, a
that finals are around the
restaurant review of the evercorner and first semester is
busy Cheesecake Factory,
almost over! Hopefully by
poems, tips for finals, and a list
now freshman have become
of tasks to do while waiting for
a little bit more comfortable
college admission decisions.
settling into high school,
As first semester draws to a
while seniors submit their final
close, remember to balance
college applications and
work with fun (especially
anxiously wait (or dread) their
when it comes to finals!) and
last semester at Memorial. With finish the mid-year strong!
winter sports now in full swing,
We’ll be on the other side
be sure to check out the
congratulating you when
hockey and basketball games, you’re done.
as well as swimming and
See you second semester!
gymnastics meet throughout
Shalini Patro
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Lifehacks for Studying
By Kelly Wu

Finals are getting closer and closer, but no one is looking
forward to studying. To help make studying less of a pain, try
these life hacks that’ll make cramming so much easier, 100%
guaranteed.
First, download the free app “Pomodoro”. It’s a time
management app that puts you on a timer for 25 minutes of
work then 5 minutes of break, and every three breaks you get a
long one. This method really works because you don’t get into a
study slump by trying to go for 3 hours straight. Instead, studying
in 25 minute sessions lets your brain stay fresh. Just make sure
these sessions are actual hard work sessions, not 15 minutes of
reading notes and 10 minutes on your phone.
Secondly, make up mnemonics! This is a very effective
memorization hack. Either arrange terms so that their first letters
spell something funny like LOL and then remember the phrase
LOL, or come up with different words that start with the same
letter. Make sure that they are easy to remember and are
personally relatable. An example could be My Grandma Has a
Fat Cat.
Third, try chewing a flavor of gum that you don’t normally
chew when you’re reading over notes and memorizing, and
then chew it again while you’re taking the final. This’ll help you
recall what you studied. Trust me, it works!
Fourthly, READ ALOUD. Read to a friend, read to yourself, read
to your cat. When you hear something aloud, your brain is more
likely to remember it because it involves the use of more senses.
And this hack is as easy to do as opening your mouth.
Fifth but not least, get some exercise before you study. This
helps your brain be more alert, which translates to you retaining
more information for the test tomorrow. With a few simple life
hacks, studying for finals won’t be nearly as dreary. Happy
reviewing!

CHEESECAKE FACTORY
continued from Page 1
a world where cheesecakes
are a food group and it is
perpetually summer.
Arriving at the Cheesecake
Factory at 4:30PM on a
Wednesday, and it was
no surprise that we got
seated right away. After our
waitress asked if we would
like to order any drinks, we
began scribbling notes onto
little scraps of paper as we
craned our necks looking
at the gargantuan ceiling
decorations and admiring
the impressively furnished bar
on the mall entry side of the
restaurant. From where we
were sitting in the main seating
area, the view outside wasn’t
distracting. But it seems that it
would be difficult to maintain
the “I’m not inside a mall”
illusion if you were sitting on
one of the stools at the edge
of the counter, with the dreary
sight of listless shoppers leaving
the mall.
With plastic, tavern-style
mugs of water in hand and a
basket of warm bread to tide
us over until our food arrived,
we began the task of poring
through the extensive menu.
With a selection ranging
from $29.95 filet mignon to
$4.95 appetizer salads, the
Cheesecake Factory makes
it possible for adventurous
foodies and students with
tight budgets alike to find
something to eat.
After a lot of meticulous
deliberation that surely irked
our waitress, we decided on
three meals that we would
share: the falafel salad from
the “super foods” section, the
roasted pear and blue cheese
flatbread, and the quesadilla.
The food arrived after a little
over 15 minutes: we were
served a heaping bowl of
salad, a set of 4 quesadillas
fanned out on a dish next
to a generous helping of
guacamole, pico de gallo,
and sour cream, and a small,
elongated flatbread served

on a wooden block. We asked
for a set of small plates and
immediately dug in.
The falafel salad, for
something so healthy, was
surprisingly delicious. The
lemon greek yogurt dressing
covering the kale made the
dish, providing it with a sweet,
refreshing acidity. The slightly
crispy pita chips exploded with
flavor, while the soft falafel
scattered around the bowl
was a good, savory balance
to the lighter flavors of the rest
of the salad.
The roasted pear and
blue cheese flatbread
was presented beautifully,
scattered with caramelized
onion, pecans, and arugula.
The flatbread itself was
slightly crispy and soft in the
center and the pecans and

The Deal With Finals

By Kelly Wu

Why do finals exist? You’ve already taken tests on each unit,
so why do you have to take another test that just repeats
information you’ve already learned? Worst of all, why is it
worth so much of your grade? This means you actually have
to study… again. Currently, there is much debate going
on about whether finals really help or not. According to
Universityprimetime.com, finals shouldn’t exist because “good
students are already going to do well; bad students are
already going to do poorly.” Finals rarely provide a miraculous
turnaround to your grade. This is why your current grade
supposedly reflects the grade you’re likely to get on the final. Of
course, some may decide not to study at all, which just drags
grades down. However it’s not because they didn’t learn the
material, it’s just because finals are such a nuisance they’ve
come to try to avoid them as best they can.
In fact, finals have been such a nuisance lately that colleges
have begun letting them go. At Harvard, only 23% of classes
had finals scheduled. It appears that professors are beginning
to realize what students have realized long before: finals
really aren’t useful. Additionally, the environment of finals is
not very realistic in future work and careers. No job will have
you bubbling in answer sheets on facts you’ve memorized.
Instead, it will be all about the application of concepts you’ve
learned. Teaching.monster.com states that “final exams are
being abandoned or diminished, replaced by take-home tests,
papers, projects, or group presentations.” Projects provide
much more realistic ways of using concepts. Problem solving
skills and collaboration skills can be built, and it’s more about
application than about mindless memorization and a mountain
of unhealthy stress.
However, supporters of the final exam concept state that
final exams force students to cumulatively review their course
material, which helps them solidify their knowledge. Finals differ
from unit tests because they provide a comprehensive overall
look at lessons, which may help students get an idea of the big
picture, helping them with future applications of the concepts.
They’ve also been hardwired into schooling systems nationwide,
and students and parents may think something is off if no final is
offered. The percent of your grade finals take up will have to be
distributed to tests, homework and participation grades, which
can create more overall stress. What grade you get during the
semester is the grade you will get, and that chance to improve
it by 1% to get an A will be gone.
No matter if you support the idea of finals or if you think they
should be banned in education, they nevertheless occur in
Memorial. As you sit down to study, keep in mind the point of
school: to prepare you for your future career. Maybe that will
make reviewing all materials for chapter 1 through 7 a little
more bearable.
caramelized onions had a
wonderful, honey-like syrupy
sweetness. At times, the sharp
taste of the blue cheese
was overpowering, but a
perfectly balanced bite tasted
heavenly.
The quesadillas were, well,
quesadillas. We didn’t much
care for the chilies inside them,
but that might just be personal
preference. The large portions
of dippings were appreciated,
and although there was
nothing spectacular about
them, it’s a great, simple
choice for the quesadilla fans
out there.
As we finished up the
last stray bits of kale and
decided who would have
the last quesadilla, we
prepared ourselves for what
we had really come for: the
cheesecake. With over 30
different flavors to choose
from, it was a tough choice.
We debated between the
dutch apple caramel streusel,
the dulce de leche, and the

salted caramel, considering
different voting methods
before finally, finally, choosing
the dulce de leche.
It was worth it. The
cheesecake itself was
mouthwateringly creamy and
the caramel mousse topping it
was wonderfully light and airy.
We overheard a customer at
the table next to ours say, “I
love this crust, it’s perfect!”,
and we have to say, we
agree.
While the restaurant isn’t
exactly the type of place
you’d eat a quick lunch at
in less than 50 minutes, it’s a
great, affordable choice for
after-school get-togethers and
special dinners. The food was
superb and the wide array of
cheesecake flavors makes it
tempting not to go back and
try the rest.
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Ms. Dwyer’s
Advice
Column
By Deney Li

Dear Ms. Dwyer,
My friend and I got into a
fight because she stole my
boyfriend. I don’t want us to
be separated because we
have been friends since 2nd
grade, but I am so mad at her.
What should I do?
Love, Single and Not-soReady-to-Mingle
Dear Single and Not-so-Readyto-Mingle,
Friends who steal boyfriends
are not real friends. Boys
who allow themselves to be
stolen so easily are not real
boyfriends. I think you need
to spend some time reflecting
your definition of friendships
and find people who will
support and nurture you.
Love, Ms. Dwyer
~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Ms. Dwyer
My mom and I got into a fight
and she is really mad at me.
I tried to apologize but she
won’t talk to me. What should
I do?
Love, Traumatized Child
Dear Traumatized Child,
Typically, moms have the best
interest in mind. You have
apologized and she may need
some space. Eventually, she
will come around and you will
forgive each other.
Love, Ms. Dwyer
P.S. Flowers always help.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
Dear Ms. Dwyer,
My dog is really sick and he
may need to be put down.
My parents think that is the
best option, but I disagree fullheartedly. What should I do?
Love, Puppy Pal
Dear Puppy Pal,
I am not sure how old your
dog is or what is ailing
him. However, dogs don’t
understand that you are trying
to treat them. Sometimes, they
think they are being punished
when you are really trying to
help. If your dog is terminally ill,
euthanasia would be the most
peaceful option.
Love, Ms. Dwyer

A New Year, A
New You
By Evanka Annyapu

The real struggle comes
along with the New Year
when you’ve got to make a
New Year’s resolution. New
Year’s resolutions are the
toughest. The dilemma is
understandable. This New Year
it’s not the resolutions that we
have to look at, but rather the
lessons we learned from the
year before and how they can
be applied to the upcoming
year.
These lessons we learned
are also how we can find new
morals. Morals like “you have
to be the happiest during the
hardest times”, or “treating
others the way you want to be
treated”. The New Year should
be when you get a chance to
reflect on your mistakes and
implement a new solution/way
to get through 2016.

How to Keep
Yourself Busy
While Waiting
for College
Decisions
(for Regular
Decision
Applicants)
By Shalini Patro

#1. Remain Focused on Senior
Year
While college applications
might be finished, senior year
isn’t. Initially, colleges see
freshman to junior year grades
(courtesy of your high school
transcript), however soon after
first semester is over, most
schools require the submission
of a mid-year report that
reviews first semester senior
year grades, and a final report
that reviews second semester
senior year grades. After a
long, challenging semester,
checking out might seem like
the most appealing option.
However, it is important
to keep up your grades in
classes, as colleges will begin
to question a sudden drop.
If grades drop far enough,
colleges may even rescind
future acceptance. Do not
succumb to senioritis!
#2. Fight the Urge to Contact
the Admissions Department
Admissions officers are the
busiest this time of year, so
contacting them every other
day about the status of your
application is not the greatest
idea. Some colleges receive
close to 50,000+ applications
for regular decision, and
only have 5-10 officers on
a committee to go through
them all. Nagging them will
only cause the admission
decisions to come in a lot
slower, since the officers will
be too busy answering phone
calls!
#3. Give Thanks to
Recommenders
The college application
process can be quite daunting
without the proper help
and support. That is why it is
important to give thanks to
those who specifically assisted
you in reaching your end
goal: admission. Thank your
teachers, counselors, parents,
and maybe even friends who
perhaps made the process a
little bit more fun, or put in a
good word to the admissions
committee.

It’s hard to stay true to those
long-term goals. Instead,
reflect on your wrong-doings
because those mistakes build
a foundation for the new you.
As 2016 passes, you’ll notice
your changes as you grow to
be a different person, a new
you.

#4. Fill Out FAFSA, CSS Profiles,
Scholarship Applications
College is very expensive, with
tuitions being exponentially
larger than what they were
20 years ago. Receiving
money that will lessen the
out-of-pocket cost will not
only make you feel better,
but also make college slightly
more affordable. FAFSA and
CSS Profiles both give out
need-based financial aid,
but scholarships are open to
everyone. While writing more
essays may seem like the last
thing you’d want to do right
now, in the end it will be worth
it to graduate with less debt!
#5. Do Not Obsess About Your
Submitted Application
It is completely
understandable to feel
nervous about whether your
application is “perfect”
enough to gain acceptance
into a college. However, it
is important to remember
that after an application is
submitted, it is not possible to
change it without phoning
the admissions office (which
should only be called for
very important changes).
Therefore, it will not do you
any good to obsessively worry
about every small detail of
your application, as it will not
only be detrimental to your
mental health, but also pretty
pointless. RELAX!
#6. Explore New Interests
Now that college applications
are finished, think about all the
free time you’ll have! To make
this time fun and/or useful,
you could pick up a new
hobby, or apply to enrichment
programs! Learn to cook,
enroll into a lab, the choices
are truly endless!
#7. If You Haven’t Already,
Start Learning to Become More
Independent
In less than a year, you will be
living away from your parents.
That means, there will be no
one to cook, do your laundry,
or even nag you to get things
done. In order to make things
easier for yourself in the future
(and unburden your parents
after 17+ years), try to learn
how to cook, laundry, and set
reminders for yourself so that
college chores seem easier!

CUPCAKE

continued from page 1

Four “crucial” judges: Ms.
Yahr, Mr. O, Ms. Mitchell and
Ms. Natalello analyzed all
the contestants’ cupcakes
in the “VIP” room. Students
and teachers rushed to the
welcome center area and
started claiming their favorite
cupcakes. The new one lunch
policy made the sale busier than
usual, but the GSA members
were able to keep everything
organized. Meanwhile, the four
judges ranked the cupcakes
based on their taste, texture
and appearance. After an

JMM Choir
Goes Caroling
By Kristine Nguyen

Before
winter
break,
JMM’s
Concert
Choir took
their annual exciting caroling
trip. Concert Choir visited a
variety of locations in Madison
to celebrate the holiday spirit:
the UW Children’s Hospital,
Sebring Retirement Home, VA
hospital, and the Magic 98
radio station. Performing on
the radio was an experience
not many had before. Concert
Choir performed several songs:
“Mary Sat A-Rockin’,” Deck
the Hall” (accompanied by
drums), “A Welsh Noel” (with
drums and chimes), and lastly
an acapella piece, “Sylvie
Bring Me Water.” Traveling
around the city allowed
Concert Choir to connect
with the citizens of Madison
during the holidays. While
caroling, many were reminded
of the spirit and happiness
the holidays bring, which is
sometimes forgotten amongst
everyone’s busy lives. As the
choir performed, the audience
applauded for the music and
joy brought along
with the choir. Can’t wait for
next year’s performance!

JMM Choir poses at Magic 98
station just before performing.

hour of careful evaluations,
the four judges finally came
to a decision. By the time
all four judges had finished
tasting the cupcakes, they
were ready to do some serious
exercise. The winner of this
year’s Cupcake Smackdown
belongs to Rhianna Prine, who
won a kindle 8 HD worth $150.
By the end of the school day,
GSA members were able to
sell almost all of the cupcakes.
Thanks to everyone whose
effort has made the Cupcake
Smackdown one of the most
successful events in Memorial
High School. Thank you to all
who contributed their money
to people in need. See you
next year.
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January By2016
Horoscopes
Maryann Rehani
This is the first edition of the Sword and Shield Art Section, which will
be displaying student poems and photos. If you would like to submit
a picture, poem or short story, please email it to Aejdata32@gmail.
com, or see Amos Egleston.

To
Fly
By Danny Driscoll

(Sept. 18, 2015)
The wine of the starters
And props begin to spin
The power of full throttle
Nothing to hold me now
Silver wings screaming loud
As joints creak and moan
Pavement leaves the rubber
And now we are alone
We break the clouds and see
the sun
Dancing in the sky
We fly and fly
But much too soon gravity we
can’t deny
Losing speed we drop the
nose
And break back through the
clouds
Losing speed
Gear and flaps dropping
down
Air traffic control says come on
in
And again we are back home

Criss-cross
By Amos Egleston

(Nov. 18, 2015)
Do not throw off the sheets
Of rain
That wrap you warmly from
head to shoulder
Retreat, attack it matters not
Before and after six o’clock
Like nothing else, not even
breath
Nothing else, nor what is
meant
Can find you in the mountain
of division
The pile of warmth, and soft
and cold
The rain beats down, and folds
It’s arms around your hair

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) As Valentine’s Day
approaches, you’ve got someone special in mind.
Don’t be afraid to make a move!and do what is
rational, just and right.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) Things aren’t looking
too good for Pisces, make sure to keep
your eyes open these next few weeks as something
bad may be coming your way.
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) You’ve got a good prize coming
your way-but be careful not to misuse it or lose it.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) The clock is ticking

and something you want is running out of
time. Don’t wait until the last minute to go after it,
follow your dreams before it’s too late!
Gemini (May 21 - June 21) Someone from your
past is going to come back into your life. Be careful as
they may not have good intentions.
Cancer (June 22 - July 22) As the semester
comes to a close, make sure to do some
extra studying for finals week-good grades will bring
good rewards for you, Cancer!
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) You were an
exceptionally good person last month. Because of
that, you’ve got some good karma coming your way!
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) Something big in your
But now it is clearer and easier
life is going to be changing this month. Try
to see
and accept and maybe even embrace the change
The final three till one must
instead of ignoring it.
wake
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) There’s some decision
The lamps are lit for long, the
making that’s going to need to be done this month.
night
Weigh your options carefully as it could greatly
But they add to the gloominess
influence your life .
of life
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Be extra careful
when driving this month. If you don’t drive, make
Lift up your heads, you gates;
sure you keep tabs on the people you ride with.
be lifted up, you ancient
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) These last
doors,
few weeks have been filled with college
That we may go and seize the
planning and assessments. Stay invested in your
day
future!
Like great fish in a pond
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) With little effort,
That we can bring color to
you’ll overcome any obstacles that are
winter, so grey
separating you from your goal at hand. Try your hand
And paint it blue, and yet grey at trust; this easy but monumental investment will
again
certainly pay off.
But my oils are exhausted, this
sitting is over
And yet I sleep, and dream
again

Artist of the Month:
Wyatt Cook
Silvern
By Maryann Rehani and Sanjana

Caleb Nelson - Blur

Amos Eaglston- Sunset

Kumar
Name: Wyatt Cook Silvern
Grade: 12
What art classes have you taken at
Memorial?
Metals, Photo 1, 2, and 3, and video
production.
How long have you been creating
art?
Since I was born, I guess.
Why do you create art?
Because it’s a great way to make the world more beautiful.
What is your favorite medium to work with?
Film. Like the recording videos kind. Not the photo film, but
that’s also fun. Videos.
What has been your favorite piece of art that you’ve made?
Probably the yearbook end sheets.
Where do you find your inspiration?
The heck if I know.
Who is your favorite artist?
Max Boyer-Groff.
Do you have any words of advice to artists?
Art is very, very, very, very, very expensive. But the work you
produce will be priceless.
What is one type of art you’d like to learn in the future?
Painting.
Do you plan on continuing art after high school?
Absolutely! Well beyond I hope.
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JANUARY CROSSWORD
Star Wars The Force
Awakens Review
By Caleb Walker

Full Spoilers!!!
Still reading? Ok. Everyone has seen

this movie by now anyway.
I’ll get right to it, Star Wars Is Back!!!
Back to the way it was during the original
trilogy. It is no secret that the prequel trilogy
era (1999-2005) in addition to the special
edition era (1997-2011)is by far the darkest
era in Star Wars history. The prequel films were
poorly received and only felt somewhat like
Star Wars to the point that some fans refuse to
acknowledge them as “Real” Star Wars films
and say that they take place in the canon
Star Wars universe. And it is true, those films
don’t feel anything like the original trilogy
and you don’t need to watch the prequels
to complete your Star Wars experience. I too
like to pretend that those films didn’t happen
in the same universe as the original trilogy.
I know that a lot of people our age like the
prequels and if you do and and you are
reading this, you are probably thinking “No
the Star Wars prequels were good! They’ve
got lots of lightsaber fights! They’re real
Star Wars films.” I’m sorry but those films are
terrible. The prequel trilogy is full of plot holes
that make things inconsistent with the original
trilogy (How did Leia say she remembered her
mother in Return Of The Jedi if she died right
after giving birth to her in Revenge Of The
Sith?), underdeveloped and poorly written
characters, terrible dialogue (“I don’t like
sand, it’s rough, it’s course, it’s irritating, and
it gets everywhere.”) terrible acting due to
a poor script, bad directing and too much
green screen, too much cgi that made things
look unreal and awkward and contradicts
the live-in world feel of the originals, ruining
the mythology and the characters of the
originals(midi-chlorians, Yoda and Palpatine
fighting with lightsabers), too many scenes
of characters sitting and talking politics (the
taxation of trade routes), convenient plot
devices (“Have the droids memories wiped”)
Jar Jar (He is actually one of the smaller
problems of the prequels) , and that is just
the tip of the iceberg. Seriously, I could list a
whole bunch of other things that are wrong
with those films. And the thing is, if those
movies didn’t have the words “Star Wars” in
front of them, they would all just be a bunch
of terrible movies that everyone would of
forgotten about by now. But because they
have the words “Star Wars” in front of them,
people our age insist that they be recognized
alongside the original trilogy. And I’m sorry
if this is making you mad but seriously, go
online and watch all of the prequel reviews
that explain in far greater detail than I have
how these films are terrible. And the special
editions of the original films that were released
in 1997 are terrible also. Seriously, why did
George Lucas feel the need to go back and
change films that were already perfect? It
is the ultimate example of “If it isn’t broken
don’t try to fix it.” I guess it’s true you either die
a hero or you live long enough to see yourself
become the villain. The original films without
the special edition changes felt timeless
but the changes like adding cgi into scenes
just look out of place and ends up making
the films feel dated. Some of them add plot
holes. And the changes like adding prequel
elements into the original films, like adding
Hayden Christensen to the ending of Return

Of The Jedi lowers the
quality of the original
films as it makes its
impossible for the
viewer to ignore the
prequel films as their
are now elements
of those inferior films
in the superior films.
Lets hope that disney
releases the Original
Trilogy unaltered on
blu-ray someday soon.
So with all
of this, when Disney
bought Star Wars and
announced they were
making a sequel trilogy
there was a lot of
pressure for them and
Director J.J. Abrams
to deliver a movie
that would rejuvenate
Star Wars and bring
the series back to the
level it was at before
the special editions
and prequels came
out. So did director
J.J. Abrams and his
team deliver on this?
The answer is Yes, they
did! Featuring the
return of the original
trilogy cast (Mark
Hamill, Harrison Ford,
Carrie Fisher, Anthony
Daniels, Kenny Baker
and Peter Mayhew)
and an all new cast
(Daisy Ridley, John
Boyega, Oscar Isaac,
Adam Driver, Andy
Serkis, Lupita Nyong’o,
Gwendoline Christie,
Domhnall Gleeson)
of mostly unknown
actors, The Force
Awakens delivered a
great movie that has
successfully brought
Star Wars back to
the way it was during
the original trilogy.
The film is set 32 years
after Return Of The
Jedi. After the end of Return Of The Jedi, the Empire fell for
good and the Rebel Alliance established the New Republic
as the dominant government in the galaxy. The First Order, an
organization that models itself after the Empire, seeks to return
the galaxy back to one that is ruled by the Empires principles.
The First Order is led by the mysterious Supreme Leader Snoke
(Andy Serkis, Gollum) , Kylo Ren (Adam Driver) and General
Hux (Domhnall Gleeson, one of the Weasley brothers). They are
headquartered on an ice planet that they have converted
into a superweapon capable of destroying entire star systems
known as Starkiller Base. The New Republic, not believing the
First Order to be a legitimate threat, refuses to send their military
to fight them forcing General Leia Organa, formerly known as
Princess Leia, to assemble a rag-tag military organization to
fight them, known as the Resistance. During this time, Leia’s twin
brother, Luke Skywalker has gone missing leaving several clues
to his location in the form of a holomap.
The film handles the original cast perfectly. While they all play
big and important parts in the movie they don’t feel like they
have been forced into here at all and this allows for the main
focus is on the new cast. And on the new cast wow they are
brilliant. Continuing the tradition of casting unknowns into
the leads, the new cast is all brilliant and fun to watch and I
can’t wait to see more of them in Episode 8. They are likable

Clues
Across
1. What independence
requires
4. What’s on January 18th
5. Deadliest terrorist group
6. Only dreams.
7. Discovered on Mars
8. Author of “To Fly”
11. Who lives in a red
house?
15. Kind of piece-”Sylvie
Bring Me Water”
20. What finals give both
teachers and students
22. Rio’s Spirit
23. Host city for the
climate change
conference
25. Other side of Nuclear
Deal
26. Hometown of the
Cheesecake Factory
27. Author of “CrissCross”
29. What always helps
30. Retirement home
serenaded
31. What we reluctantly
return from
32. Wyatt’s Fave
Medium
33. What’s up with the
weather?
34. Organized Cupcake
Smackdown

Down
2. First Conceiver of the
Cheesecake Factory
3. What would have
recorded the presence
of students in 1987, had
all gone well
8. Name of
Volkswagen’s
controversial device
9. Financial aid
10. Director of Star Wars
12. Location of Civil war
and refugees
13. Don’t succumb to it!
14. Start of the torch
relay
16. Thing we should turn.
17. The chosen
cheesecake
18. Location of
Earthquake
19. Wyatt’s Fave Dude
21. First rocket to land
24. Winner of the
Cupcake Smackdown
28. A way to shorten
phrases to remember
them

and are appealing, something that was missing with the characters in
the prequel trilogy. Like how Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Leia Organa
are household names and are iconic childhood heroes and for several
generations of people, Rey, FInn, and Poe are already becoming household
names and will be childhood heroes for the this generation. Rey Maybe
Skywalker?????(Daisy Ridley) really steals the show and becomes our most
main protagonist in the same way Luke was in the original trilogy. Finn (John
Boyega) is great because being a defector of the First Order, we have a
character who has changed his ways and become one of the heroes. Poe
Dameron (Oscar Isaac) is funny and really seems like he is going to be the
new Han Solo of the sequel trilogy...which is good because Han is dead,
more on that later. And Kylo Ren the son of Han and Leia, real name Ben
Solo, feels like Anakin Skywalker from the prequels done right. Some people
thought he seemed to much like an emo boy in this movie but I really
liked him and I can’t wait to see him develop further in the next movie. In
the same way Darth Vader was the iconic villain for several generations
of people, the same will go for Kylo Ren and this generation and for
generations to come. And BB-8 is just so adorable and is really the new R2D2 for this generation (Don’t worry R2-D2 is still in this movie and so is C-3PO).
This film is a Star Wars movie because it has all the elements in it that made
people fall in love with Star Wars in the first place. In addition to having
likeable characters, the banter between the characters is very reminiscent
of the banter in the original trilogy, again something that was missing from
the prequels. The film brought back many of the practical effects that made
the original films pre special edition timeless. Gone is the overuse of CGI and
green screens which again was another problem with the prequels. Instead
cgi is used very sparingly, with even the cgi characters like Snoke and Maz
Kanata (Lupita Nyong’o) using motion capture. And that is how it should
be done. CGI should always be an afterthought, not your main source of
filmmaking. The Force feels mysterious and magical again and there is not
one mention of midichlorians anywhere.
The lightsaber fight in this movie may have been the best lightsaber fight
in all of the movies. Gone are the over exaggerated lightning fast, flipping
around, lightsaber fights of the prequels (Seriously Yoda fighting with a

continued on pg. 8
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Catching up on the news: Top
Ten of 2015
By Amit Rajesh

Welcome to 2016! Here’s a look back at the 10 most important
stories of 2015:
10.) Star Wars: It took a long time, but the Star Wars franchise
is back! Under JJ Abrams, Star Wars: The Force Awakens was
such a big success it broke just about every box office record in
existence and even dwarfed Jurassic World, the other hit movie
of the year. The movies don’t end here either; the plans for
Episode VIII & IX are already in motion.
9.) Astronomy: NASA found evidence of liquid water on Mars
and got high-definition photos of Pluto for the first time. These
are two big events in the world of astronomy. SpaceX, which
has had its share of failures, ended the year with a bang by
launching a rocket into space and landing it perfectly in Cape
Canaveral. Hollywood also got interested in outer space, with
the release of The Martian, Jupiter Ascending, and, of course,
Star Wars: The Force Awakens.
8.) Microsoft: After a terrible experiment with Windows 8,
Microsoft unveiled its new operating system, Windows 10, in
July. Windows 10, while not quite perfect, is considered a big
improvement over Windows 8 and redeems Microsoft-- for now.
7.) Climate Change Deal: At the Paris climate conference in
December, 195 countries adopted a legally binding global
climate change deal, the first of its kind. The deal’s ultimate
goal is to reduce the increase of global average temperature
to well under 2 degrees Celsius. For those worried about
the Earth and global warming, this deal is a step in the right
direction.
6.) Volkswagen scandal: The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) found that many VW diesel
cars in the USA had what are
called “defeat devices” installed.
These devices sense when the
car is being tested, and then
change the performance of the
car just to pass the tests. The result
is that these cars would meet
environment standards in testing, but on the actual road, would
spew about 40 times the nitrogen oxide pollutants allowed
in the US. VW admitted to this and a lot more: they now say
that they fitted 11 million cars with defeat devices worldwide,
and now other countries are following the US and doing
investigations of their own, putting Volkswagen in deep, deep
trouble.
5.) Iran Nuclear Deal: America and Iran, after weeks of
negotiating, reached an agreement dealing with Iran’s nuclear
facilities. The main highlight of this deal is that it curbs Iran’s
nuclear program, but does not get rid of it completely. For
example, it allows Iran to continue enriching Uranium but at no
more than 3.67 percent, which isn’t enough to make a nuclear
bomb. Some Americans are happy that a deal was worked out,
but there are a good number of skeptics who claim that Iran
will not honor the deal and will build nuclear weapons anyway.
4.) Nepal Earthquake: In April 2015, an earthquake of
magnitude 7.9 smashed Nepal and killed 8,617 people
and wounded 16,808. Without question, this was one of the
deadliest earthquakes Nepal (and the world) has seen in a long
time.
3.) Global terrorism: Lead by ISIS, Al-Shabaab, Al-Qaeda,
and Boko Haram among others, terrorism continued to rise in
2015. Terrorism in 2015 was truly global, with attacks in Syria,
Iraq, Turkey, Somalia, Nigeria, Kenya, France, and the USA.
ISIS continues to gain power, and capped off the year with a
shocking attack in Paris, killing 129 people. ISIS isn’t even the
deadliest terrorist group in the world, however. That title belongs
to Boko Haram, a feared Nigerian Islamic group that killed as
many as 2,000 people in Baga, Nigeria, in one of the deadliest
terrorist attacks since 9/11.
2.) Middle East Crisis: The Middle East continues to be one of the
most unstable regions in the world, with the deadly Syrian civil
war, ISIS, al-Qaeda, the Yemeni civil war, a nuclear program in
Iran, and much more. Russia and America have also joined the
fight in Syria, but on opposite sides, making this conflict even
more dangerous. Already, more than 210,000 people have died
in Syria along with scores in Iraq and Lebanon as well.
1.) European refugee crisis: Directly related to the Middle East
crisis, shown above, the European refugee crisis takes the top
spot of 2015. Because of the violence, poverty, and oppression
that plague the Middle East, many of its citizens, mainly Syrians,
have tried to search for a better life in Europe. This is not new.
What is new is the sheer number of people that are escaping.
More than 1 million refugees have crossed the border into
Europe, mainly by sea. At first, Europe did nothing and turned
a blind eye to the scores of refugees dying during their perilous
journey to Europe, but after a while this became unacceptable
by humanitarian standards. Led by Germany, Europe agreed
to redistribute 160,000 refugees across Europe. The US decided
to join in and agreed to take in 10,000 more. This is a lot of
people, and for many poorer European countries this is already
too much, but it is not nearly enough to meet the needs of all 1
million refugees, making this crisis something that will continue
into 2016.

Syrian Refugee Crisis

Update on the 2016 Rio
Olympics
By Kelly Wu

Whether you’ve been waiting for them since London 2012 or
forgot about the Olympics altogether, it’s now January 2016
which means the Olympics are less than eight months away.
The 2016 XXXI summer games will be held in Rio De Janeiro,
Brazil. Many test events on the Olympic facilities have already
been completed, and others are well underway. Some of the
venues have already been completed and opened, including
the equestrian center, the tennis venue, and a golf course.
Auditions for parts of the opening and closing ceremonies
have been held, including several dancing roles. Rumors have
it that the ceremonies will have the Carnaval spirit that Rio is
renowned for. The torch relay will start on April 21st in Olympia,
Greece and make its way across the
world to Rio on August 1st. Watching
the Olympics will be a highlight of this
summer, and as the January cold snap
continues, we are brought even closer to
Rio 2016.

El Niño Explanation

By Kelly Wu

Christmas morning 2015 dawned on a soggy, humid landscape
here in Madison. Dreams of having a white christmas were swirled
down the rainy storm drain on the 25th. In fact, the snow this year had
been sparse and had usually melted within a week. You shake your
head and ask no one in particular, “What’s up with the weather?”
The answer is the El Niño Effect.
The El Niño Effect occurs every three to eight years. According to
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration or NOAA, it
is a “complex weather pattern resulting from a variation in ocean
temperature in the Equatorial Pacific.” It’s when the ocean waters
of the Eastern Pacific Ocean are warmer than usual due to high
pressures in the Western Pacific. The high pressure causes the
warmed waters to flow east. The name El Niño, or Christ Child, was
given by fishermen based on the time of year it occurs around,
which is Christmas. El Niño causes warmer temperatures to occur
in Canada and the northern United States, including Wisconsin,
whereas temperatures will be cooler in the southern United States.
The scientific term for El Niño is the El Niño Southern Oscillation, or
ENSO cycle. Southern Oscillation refers to the changes in pressure that
occur during this event. So what’s the importance of El Niño? Well,
the El Niño effect is known to cause more severe weather, like violent
storms, landslides, sea level increases, crop failures and droughts.
Additionally, it disrupts the trade winds that usually flow across the
ocean, which then decreases nutrients available in the water. This
may result in less fish catch for fisheries. However, it does correlate
with a decrease in hurricanes.
In conclusion, El Niño is a normal climate pattern that causes some
abnormal weather. Every three to eight years it occurs, and when
it does, our dreams of a white christmas will probably be just thatdreams.

Flooding

THE FORCE AWAKENS
continued from Page 6
lightsaber doesn’t just ruin his character, it also just looks stupid) and back are
the more realistic fights we got in the originals. By that I mean character’s actual
breathe and get tired now and move around like real people in a sword fight
would. It just looks better. And the fight itself is just greatly choreographed and
in the darkness the contrasting red and blue lightsaber colors touching the snow
just look great.
Now to the big part that made adult cry, Han Solo’s death. The childhood hero
for many people after 38 years in real life Solo finally met his end when his own
son, Kylo Ren stabbed him with his lightsaber. As the scene played out, even
before he actually died, I had a bad feeling about this. Like it was running
through my mind that Solo might actually die. A part of me was convinced that
J.J. was just teasing us and that Solo would make it out of the movie alive. For a
split second I thought Kylo Ren was actually going to return to the light side. But
I should have known better and as soon as it happened I could feel a shocked
feeling go through my heart. On top of that it was very touching when even after
being stabbed Han still reached out to touch his son one last time. And that is
how Han Solo died, at the blade of his own son. The whole scene was executed
perfectly and was the best acted scene that Harrison Ford and Adam Driver had
throughout the movie.
There are several scenes of nostalgia and fan service implemented throughout
the movie, which if you have seen the the original trilogy, will give you
goosebumps. I felt like crying when the opening crawl came on. Of course, all
of the introductions of the characters we have seen before were all played out
perfectly like C-3PO’s very casual introduction that made the audience laugh.
It was perfect for him. Another moment that was hilarious was when Starkiller
Base was displayed in comparison of the two Death Star’s and it was mentioned
how Starkiller was capable of more damage than the Death Star’s and Han
Solo just casually ask “How do we blow it up?” hilariously dismissing the threat
of it because they have done this before. But the two that really got to me was
when the Millennium Falcon and Luke Skywalker first appeared. The Falcon was
introduced by Rey and Finn as just another ship but as soon as you see it and the
John Williams theme comes on you will get goosebumps. And of course the final
scene of the movie where we finally see Luke Skywalker will probably give you
more goosebumps then any other scene. William’s iconic Star Wars score starts
up quietly but as soon as Luke turns around and we see his face it gets very loud
and I could feel my eyes get a little watery.
This film is also great because the only problems with it are little cherry-picked
things. Like how when Poe and Finn crash down on Jakku and Finn wakes up and
Poe is not there and we don’t see him again until much later and Poe just tells
him that while he was asleep he just ran off. That seemed a little too convenient.
It was also disappointing to see Game Of Thrones actress Gwendoline Christie’s
character, Captain Phasma, play a very small part when she was featured
heavily in the promotional material and had already became a fan favorite
due to her unique stormtrooper armor. Lets hope we get a lot more of her in the
sequel. A lot of people on the internet complained that the concept of Starkiller
Base was too similar to the two Death Star’s and while I can see where they are
coming from, it didn’t really bother me at all as this one was capable of doing
more than the Death Star’s could and the fact that it was built into an ice planet
was very cool too. I just wish they hadn’t blown the entire planet up at the end
because I would have loved to see more of it in the sequels. A lot of people also
felt the movie was too similar to the one that started it all A New Hope and while
there are definitely several similarities there are still enough differences in the plot
and story arcs with this one that it won’t feel like you’re just rewatching A New
Hope.
Like I said, Star Wars Is Back. Back and as strong as it was before the special
editions came out in 1997. Has this rejuvenated the franchise? Yes! Is this a real
Star Wars film? Yes! Does it deserve to be recognized alongside the Original
Trilogy? Yes!!! I am so thankful that I am alive to see Star Wars at this level, I have
never been able to say that before. And there is plenty more to come. Episode
8 is less than a year and a half away and this december, we are getting the first
Star Wars spinoff movie, Rogue One, set before A New Hope. And it is not just the
films too. Yes there is a lot more to Star Wars then just the films! Marvel has taken
over the publishing rights of Star Wars Comics from Dark Horse and is publishing
new Star Wars comics for the first time since the 1980’s. They already have several
ongoing series with plenty more to come. A new Star Wars Battlefront game has
come out with several more games sets to come out soon. There are new books
coming out and an animated show and we might be getting a live action T.V.
series soon! This is a great time to be a Star Wars fan or to become a fan. So long
George Lucas, Midichlorians, Jedi Council that makes stupid decisions, Yoda
fighting with that little green laser sword, Jar Jar, General Grievous, CGI in every
shot and anything else from the prequels and special editions. You will not be
missed.

Martin Luther
King Jr. Day
By Shruti Sathish
l
Inside 66 West Towne Mall
Between Dick’s Sporting Goods and Sears
10% Discount if you show your school ID

Find us and like Capitol Café on Facebook!

Guess what’s on January
18th this year? Other than
no school, it’s also Martin
Luther King Jr. Day! This
holiday is observed on the
third Monday of January
each year, and is a federal
holiday that marks Martin
Luther King Jr.’s birthday,
which is on January 15th.
A federal holiday is a
holiday that has been
recognized by the federal
government. On a federal
holiday, non-essential
federal government
offices are closed and
every federal employee
is paid for the holiday.
This means no school
for us on the 18th, so we
should take some time to
actually understand the
importance of Dr. King and
why he has been honored
with a federal holiday.
Martin Luther King Jr. was
born on January 15th, 1929
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in Atlanta, Georgia. Although he grew up in
a very caring and secure environment, his
parents couldn’t shield him from the racism
and prejudice going on in Southern society
during that time. While Dr. King was growing
up, his father fought against racial prejudice
mainly because he was very religious and
believed that it was an offense to God’s will.
Although Martin Luther King Jr. wasn’t very
religious in his early life, he later got involved
with his church after he took a Bible class. Dr.
King also got his doctorate at Boston College Martin Luther King Jr.
when he was just twenty five, and married
Coretta Scott. After this, Martin Luther King Jr.
devoted his life to civil rights. He became the pastor of the Dexter
Avenue Baptist Church in Montgomery, Alabama and was an
executive member of the NAACP (National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People). He also became the leader
of the non-violent Montgomery bus boycott in December of 1955,
and did many other things to fight for equal rights for African
Americans. In 1957, Dr. King was elected as the president of the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, which was formed
to provide new leadership for the Civil Rights Movement. Nonviolence was the key principle used. Between 1957 and 1968, Dr.
King travelled over 6 million miles and gave over 2,500 speeches.
He also fought for African American voting rights in the South, and
led the peaceful march on Washington D.C. where he delivered
his famous “I Have a Dream” speech to a crowd of 250,000
people. Throughout all this, King went through lots of danger with
his house getting bombed, and getting blackmailed, assaulted
and arrested several times. The Civil Rights Act was passed in
1964, and it outlawed discrimination based on race, religion, sex,
or national origin, and officially ended segregation in the South.
Dr. King shortly received the Nobel Peace Prize for his outstanding
efforts, and donated his prize money to the advancement of the
Civil Rights Movement. Dr. King was assassinated in 1968 on his
motel balcony in Memphis, TN.
Dr. King was a very important person, and it is no wonder that
he is still honored today with a federal holiday. On the 18th, when
you’re either taking a break from studying for finals or catch
yourself doing nothing, take some time to think about Dr. King
and how his efforts changed society. As Plato said, thinking is the
talking of the soul with itself.

